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Where Men HideColumbia University Press, 2006
"If you ask men if they spend any time hiding, they usually look at you as if you're nuts. 'What, me hide?' But if you ask women whether men hide, they immediately know what you mean." -- from  Where Men Hide
 Where Men Hide is a spirited tour of the dark and often dirty places men go to find comfort, camaraderie,...
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UMTS Network Planning, Optimization, and Inter-Operation with GSMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The continuing explosive growth in mobile communication is demanding more spectrally
	efficient radio access technologies than the prevalent second generation (2G) systems such as
	GSM to handle just the voice traffic. We are already witnessing high levels of mobile
	penetration exceeding 70% in some countries. It is anticipated that by...
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Inductive Logic Programming: 17th International Conference, ILP 2007, Corvallis, OR, USA, June 19-21, 2007Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, ILP 2007, held in Corvallis, OR, USA, in June 2007 in conjunction with ICML 2007, the International Conference on Machine Learning.
The 15 revised full papers and 11 revised short papers presented...
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Single-Sensor Imaging: Methods and Applications for Digital Cameras (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2008
Single-sensor camera image processing methods are becoming increasingly important due to the emergence of digital camera based applications and commercial devices. Presenting the state of the art, Single-Sensor Imaging provides comprehensive coverage of system design, implementation, and application aspects of single-sensor imaging...
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Data Quality: Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2006
Poor data quality can seriously hinder or damage the efficiency and effectiveness of organizations and businesses. The growing awareness of such repercussions has led to major public initiatives like the "Data Quality Act" in the USA and the "European 2003/98" directive of the European Parliament.

Batini and...
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Beautiful LEGONo Starch Press, 2013

	"Far from child's play. An astonishing collection." —Publishers Weekly

	

	Mix hundreds of thousands of LEGO bricks with dozens of artists, and what do you get? Beautiful LEGO, a compendium of LEGO artwork that showcases a stunning array of pieces ranging from incredibly lifelike...
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Besieged: An Encyclopedia of Great Sieges From Ancient Times To The PresentABC Clio, 2001
Civilization began with the creation of cities, the congregation of people for mutual support. By their very decision to assemble and collect resources, cities became targets for raiding populations that found taking someone else’s possessions easier than producing their own. The need for defense meant that the towns soon built walls around...
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The Knowledge Growth Regime: A Schumpeterian ApproachPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	
		‘This important new book provides a penetrating, novel analysis of the key role played by knowledge when viewed through the lens of Schumpeterian economics. It is loaded with important insights that highlight the primacy of knowledge and innovation to unleash economic growth.’

	
		?David B. Audretsch,...
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iLife '04 All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Living the iLife may mean creating a slide show with your own digital photos, adding original music from your GarageBand, and posting it on the Web. Or blending purchased songs with clips from your digital camcorder to make a music video DVD. Or just keeping your iPod loaded with the latest iTunes. Find out how, now!
    The Dummies...
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Ultra-Wideband Wireless Communications and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has great potential for applications in wireless communications, radar and location. It has many benefits due to its ultra-wideband nature, which include high data rate, less path loss and better immunity to multipath propagation, availability of low-cost transceivers, low transmit power and low interference. Despite...
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Access Nets: Third International Conference on Access Networks, AccessNets 2008, Las Vegas, NV, USA, October 15-17, 2008. Revised PapersSpringer, 2009
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third International Conference on Access Networks, AccessNets 2008, held in Las Vegas, NV, USA, in October 2008.

The 30 revised full papers presented together with 5 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected. The papers present original and...
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Control and Automation: International Conference, CA 2009, Held as Part of the Future Generation Information Technology ConferenceSpringer, 2010
As future generation information technology (FGIT) becomes specialized and fragmented, it is easy to lose sight that many topics in FGIT have common threads and, because of this, advances in one discipline may be transmitted to others. Presentation of recent results obtained in different disciplines encourages this interchange for the...
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